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FIG. 1: Cascade setup in which the modes of the system states
are mixed in a rst "box" with auxiliary modes. Selected
output mode is then measured and depending on its outcome
the remaining output modes are fed in a new box. The process
can be repeated over and over again
its input and output are a set of bosonic modes. The




















mode is the one on which a
measurement will be performed. The measurement out-
come determines the specic unitary mixing that will be
performed in next step of the measurement, consisting
of a second box U
2
. While the measurement on mode c^
y






kept in a waiting loop. The whole measurement proce-
dure consists of a cascade of conditional measurements
as described above.
The input state of the rst block U
1
of the measuring
apparatus is of the form j 
tot
i





i, where j 
i
i
is the state randomly chosen from a set of K L-photon
states of M modes we want to identify and j 
aux
i is the

















































































































) j0i written in terms of the creation and




























































































can be zero for some i). Analogously n
a
is dened














































Let's suppose now that the number of photons on the
selected mode c^ is measured. If N is the outcome of such
measurement the (unormalised) conditional state of the




















where maxf0; N   n
s
g  k  minfn
a
; Ng.








must be orthogonal for each possible












= 0 8N; i 6= j (7)
Of particular interest in the following will be the case
in which no photon is present in the auxiliary modes. In





































is the conditional output state ob-
tained from  
i
in the absence of auxiliary photons when
N photons are measured in mode c^. Here we have made
of use of expression (6).
Out of the possible outcomes of the measurement of
the number N of photons in mode c^ we will concentrate
on some particular outcomes, namely those for which
n
a





The reason of this particular choice will be shortly ev-




















































































































3whose elements are scalar products of conditional
states after the measurement of n photons in mode c^,
with and without the auxiliary photons respectively. Us-
ing this vectors, conditions (8) can be rephrased as:
U= 0 (11a)
while a necessary condition for distinguishability with
auxiliary photon can be expressed as (see (7)):
V= 0 (11b)
The central point of this paper is that, as we will show,
vectors Vand Uare linearly connected through a matrix
whose determinant is not vanishing,i.e.
V=MU det(M) 6= 0 (12)
The elements of this matrix only depend on the auxiliary
photon states and are indedependent on the states of the
system. This implies that conditions (11a) and (11b)
are completely equivalent or, in other words, that distin-
guishability in absence of auxiliary photon is a necessary
condition for distinguishability in presence of auxiliary
photons.
III. PROOF THAT AUXILIARY PHOTONS DO
NOT INCREASE COMPLETE
DISTIGUISHABILITY
In order to demonstrate the previous statement we de-


































































In this section we will demonstrate the following
Theorem Given the vectors V and U
0
, dened in




















D 0    0 0
m
1 0


















































































the rst non vanishing term of the expan-








which implies eq. (12).
Before entering into the details of our proof we briey
introduce some notation.















obtained after the mea-




































with maxf0; N   n
s

































where s is dened as: s  N
m







































In this section we will make use of the following prop-
erties of coeÆcients C
(s)
n;m






































































4It is straightforward to verify by recursion that Prop-








































































where the eq. (22c) is valid for n  m, and 1  k 
minfn  p; s mg.
The above expression gives us a recursive method for
calculating all the coeÆcient of expression (19) once the
auxiliary photons states are known. With the help of





- A's only depend on the auxiliary states and do not





- A's are real numbers.
- A's are symmetric in respect to the indices n and
m.
It is now possible to cast equation (19) as a sum whose
elements factor in a product of coeÆcients depending
only on system states with coeÆcients depending only















































g  n;m  s with minfn;mg < s.

































































where maxfn+m   sg  p  minfn;mg < s. Finally






















































with maxf0; s  2n
a










































































































This completes our proof.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript we have discussed the role of aux-
iliary photons in state discrimination with linear optical
devices. The cascade setup we have considered is of large
generality.We have shown that for such setup auxiliary
photons do not increase complete distinguishibility. This
results wants to be a contribution to the assessment of
the role of resources in quantum information processing
with linear optical devices.
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5APPENDIX A
In this section we will prove Property 1 and Property


































































































































Inserting eq.(A3) in eq.(A2) and reordering elements































































































































 ng. Inserting eq. (A6)




















































with 1  k  minfn; s mg. As all the states  
i
con-










) is a homoge-












is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
L   n in d
y
k
















unless n  m. From this follows that for n  m the rst


































Above we have introduced the completeness relation
P
fng
jni hnj, where jni is a Fock states of the relevant
modes. Note that only the term corresponding to j0i h0j





































































from the above equation and eq.(21) immediately follows




























(i; j) is trivially symmetric, it follows from re-
cursion on s, that all C
(s)
n;m
(i; j) are symmetric under ex-
change of indices n and m.
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